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22nd June 2005

BP Service Stations (Jasbe Petroleum)
After participating in a Smokecloak demonstration from Smokeshield Australia we knew this was the
answer we needed to stop them in their tracks and divert them elsewhere.
We have experienced a number burglary’s over a period of 12 months to our stores located in Melbourne.
All the stores had alarms with back to base monitoring with in store lighting. The thieves knew they had
time on there side and still broke in.
We were unable to get insurance on parts of our stock because of these break-in's and not to mention the
disruption to our business.
The company has recently installed Smokecloak Systems units into 5 locations during May 2005 and we are
extremely pleased with how quickly the system fills these stores and are very confident that this will see the
end of the spate of robberies in our stores.
On the 18th. June at 3.00 am our Sth. Cranbourne Service station was attacked by thieves breaking through
the glass front door, only this time the Smokecloak system activated filling the store with a dense fog
making it impossible for them to see.
No goods were lost with a saving of almost $20,000 , and all this was captured on CCTV for us to see how
effective the Smokecloak System was.
We are happy to recommend Smokecloak as in less than a month it has proved 100% successful.
I have no hesitation in writing this Testimonials and am only too pleased to discuss the benefits that the
Smokecloak System has provided us.
Please feel free to contact me on my Mobile 0413 769 625.
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Miro Sloup
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